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Easy, fast, precise for indicative testing of ballast water!				



Find more!						















The best choice for you!			



Indicative testing of ballast water is an important issue for port authorities, institutes and certifiers, ballast water treatment suppliers and ship owners. The big advantage of 10cells is the easy handling in combination with the short measuring time and the high sensitivity. 10cells can easily be used by newly instructed staff and provides reliable results in less than a minute.



Recently Dr. Stephan Gollasch tested the bbe 10cells on board and said


Since 1992 I have been working on ballast water and our current work includes world-wide performance tests of ballast water management systems. For these tests we have used many kinds of sample processing methods and instruments.
During recent tests the bbe 10cells was employed on board a commercial vessel.
This device is portable, easy to use and delivers a result of phytoplankton viability in a short period of time. This makes it a very good candidate for port state control efforts to prove indicatively the compliance with ballast water management standards. Further validation experiments are currently underway to confirm the precision of the instrument.


Dr. Stephan Gollasch												
 www.gollaschconsulting.de








Features					

	
robust						
	
easy to handle						
	
measuring time less than a minute						
	
detection limit 1 living cell / ml						
	
no chemicals needed						
	
designed for mobile use						
	
power supply by rechargeable battery						










    







Any questions left? Contact us!



Request a quote


            







How it began



In autumn 2012 our founder and owner, Christian Moldaenke, was invited by
the US Coast Guard. Also other manufacturers of fluorometers were asked
to present the capabilities of fluorometers for the purpose of ballast
water control. Christian came back with the conclusion that standard
fluorometers were not suitable for this application. Their sensitivity is
far too low. So the meeting in Baltimore was the initial step for our
development project. Whilst on the plane back to Germany Christian thought
about modifying methods of our standard way to measure algae. And with an
idea, back in Germany, he started to investigate whether the idea was worth
starting a development project for a fast, sensitive and affordable
indicative test. And it was worth it. So in the following months Christian,
and one of our development teams, spent a lot of time and effort to create
a device for the indicative testing of ballast water. The process of
development was very successful for the detection of living algae in the
range of 10 to 50µm size. The sensitivity of the device became better and
better. Now it has achieved the unbelievable detection limit of 1 living
cell / ml. And even lower limits are achievable if wished.

                    



Newsletter



Stay up to date and receive regular updates on the latest developments, activities and announcements.



Register now!
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